In their paper, Michael Pound and co-workers evaluate the performance (accuracy) of deep machine learning (convolutional neural networks) in plant image analysis for the automated identification and localization of root and shoot features (root tips, leaf tips, leaf bases, ear tips, ear bases). It is worth noting that their approach correctly classify/locate plant features more than 97% of the time. Focusing on a dataset of root images, they also demonstrate that their approach can be used to extract root system traits (based on root tip positions) and identify quantitative trait loci (QTL) in genetic research. In my opinion, a timely and very nice piece of work! Overall, the manuscript is very well written and pleasant to read. The figures and tables are clear and necessary. I think that this paper is of high interest to the scientific community (not only plant scientists) and could be a valuable contribution to GigaScience because it shows the potential of deep machine learning for the development of automated, accurate, and high-throughput image analysis pipelines.
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